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PROPERTIES OF TECHNICAL WRITING The ABCs of Report Writing by Paul Zall () Accuracy A technical paper
should be free from errors. A misplaced.

Acceptable grammatical practice is important for sensible as well as social reasons. Study, investigation,
observation, analysis, experimentation, and measurement to be able to collect accurateand precise information
about the problem or subject matter. Revision Revision is more than checking the spelling, punctuation marks,
spacing and margin. A technical writer should begin withhis main point and then show why it is sound. As a
matter of course, the writer must indicate the mostimportant ones and never expect the reader to find it out for
himself. For a Pass Grade, you must score a minimum of  Qualification Qualification is explaining the
circumstances surrounding the work because they might have affected the results to bereported. Criminal
justice professionals can spend 50 - 75 of their time writing administrative and research reports. Avoid using
contractions like wont, shouldnt, cant, dont. He should tell the reader what is important andlead him from
point to point by using a straightforward style plenty of guideposts and transitional aids. For single letters
example: just the letter B, please see our link individual letters section Because of the unawareness, many
students enter trouble by copying content you aren't indicating the authors with the works they've got used. It
involves putting the report in perfect shape neatly typed and well margined. If your business is more
complicated, this is not the book for you. If not, heshould go back to see where the problem lies and how he
can correct it. Confidence A report writer should develop on his paper the sense of reliability and trust. Brevity
A technical paper should be short or brief and makes use of concise expressions. Characteristics of technical
writing 1. It employs specialized jargon whichincludes technical or scientificterminologies. The secret of good
writing is rewriting. Qualify what you write by describing what factors are constant and what factors are
viable as you work. Problem or Subject Matter that is not popular knowledge but rather is specialized in that it
belongs to art,science, medicine, engineering, architecture, business, or the like. Sentences, paragraphs and
groups of paragraphs holdtogether by means of appropriate transitional devices which a writer uses in the
composition. You need to have a clear idea of where you are going to end before you begin writing. Normal
Procedure Normal procedure is following or conformity to the acceptable arrangement of the different parts of
a report. This can also be shown by telling the readers, ones successes and failures. He should tell the reader
what is important andlead him from point to point by using a straightforward style plenty of guideposts and
transitional aids. Emphasize the highlights of your work, cut out irrelevant comments,immaterial excursions
and meaningless statements. He writes not impress but to express hisideas, beliefs or perceptions on the topic
he is working out. Facility Facility is making the report easy to read and understand. He has to make sure that
he has saidenough to satisfy the readers needs and achieve his objectives. This can also be achieved with
straightforward expression and with summarized,simplified and well organized information. Judgment This
can also be referred to as qualifying or weighing the materials that he had gathered. Technical writing has
practicality and power. Fundamentally, it is the way of doing classification â€” putting things in their proper
slots.


